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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
WRS-3 as a starting point.
●

The WRS-3 has an FPGA (Virtex-6 LX240T) and an
ARM

processor

communication

(AT91

between

SAM9G45).
both

The

components

is

performed through the External Bus Interface (EBI).
●

For the new version (WRS-4), the main idea is to
design a new device that will be an update of the
previous features of the WRS-3, including the latest
technology and all improvements made in WR
systems in recent years.

●

Taking into account the current technologies in the
market, there are different architectures with an
FPGA and a CPU which can be considered.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 1: ARM + FPGA on the same PCB
●

This option is quite similar to the WRS-3 architecture with both
devices (ARM and FPGA) on the same PCB, but in this case we can
use the PCIe as a communication bus between these components.

●

CPU: ARM Cortex-A53 (with similar performance to that given by the
ARM integrated into the Zynq Ultrascale+ devices).

●

FPGA:
○

Estimation of resources needed for 18-port 10GbE switch,
see here.

○

Set criteria for new FPGA choice: The worst case scenario
should take less than 70% of FPGA resources (ideally
50-60%). Required resources: 350k LUTs, 600k FFs and 860
BRAM blocks and minimum 18 ports.

○

The Xilinx KU060, KU085, KU095, KU13P and KU15P
devices that belong to the Kintex ultrascale / ultrascale+
families, have the needed features.

FPGAs

LUT

FF

BRAM

URAM

XCKU060

331K
(63%)

663K
(30%)

38 / 1080
(47%)

-

XCKU15P

523K
(40%)

1045K
(18%)

34.6 / 984
(52%)

36.0 /
128 (0%)

* (% utilization for worst-case scenario)
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 1: ARM + FPGA on the same PCB
Kintex ultrascale+
Kintex ultrascale

●

(KU060, KU095 and KU15P) mentioned above
can share the same footprint (A1156)
providing a migration path.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 1: ARM + FPGA on the same PCB
●

Pros:
○

This option is slightly cheaper than the others.

○

Fully open design. There are no extra modules (closed designs) as in other options.

○

It is easier to migrate to CPU/FPGA devices from other manufacturers than original (CPU and
FPGA are independent) compared with SoC.

●

○

Good migration path for some footprints of the FPGA.

○

Requires custom software support package and SW development.

○

Requires custom CPU-FPGA communication.

○

More complex PCB design and more expensive BOM than a system based on Zynq devices (for

Cons:

similar performance).
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 2: CPU on Module + FPGA
●

The idea is to have:
○

a main board with the FPGA, SFP+ ports, clocking resources and
management interfaces and expansion connector.

○
●

a CPU on module which will be on a separate PCB.

In the market there are many CPUs on modules that can be used and that
meet standard form factors, such as Qseven, COM Express and SMARC.
These standard modules usually include interfaces such as PCIe, Gigabit
Ethernet, SPI, I2C, GPIO… .

●

There is a PCB project on the Open Hardware Repository (ohwr.org) that is
compliant with COM Express basic Pin-out type 6. It could serve as a
reference design.

●

For this architecture we can use the FPGAs included in the previous option.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 2: CPU on Module + FPGA
●

Pros:
○

Standard form factors. Many manufacturers and options (ARM or x86).

○

It allows using different CPUs and modules without changing the main board.

○

It avoids many problems and saves time during PCB design. Most peripherals for CPU are already
on the board.

●

○

The main board design is simpler than in other architectures.

○

Standard interface between CPU and FPGA.

○

Board Support Package from CPU board vendor.

○

This option is more expensive than the others.

○

In practice, the possibility of using different CPUs/FPGAs might incur too large development

Cons:

overhead to be exercised.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 3: SoC (ARM + FPGA)
●

In this last option, we will consider the use of Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale+ MPSoCs devices, where the FPGA and the ARM are
integrated into the same device (Zynq), simplifying the design and
communication between both elements.

●

●

CPUs:
●

Quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 MPCore up to 1.5GHz.

●

Dual-core ARM Cortex-R5 MPCore up to 600MHz.

FPGA:
●

Remember the selection criteria: the FPGA should have at
least 350k LUTs, 600k FFs and 860 blocks of BRAM and
minimum 18 ports.

●

The devices that have the needed hardware resources are
the ZU15EG, ZU17EG and ZU19EG.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 3: SoC (ARM + FPGA)

Programmable Logic
(Several Devices)

LUT

FF

BRAM
Mb / Blocks

UltraRAM
Mb / blocks

XCZU15EG-1FFVB1156E

341K (61%)

682K (29%)

26.2 / 744 (69%)

31.5 / 112 (0%)

XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E

423K (49%)

847K (23%)

28.0 / 796 (65%)

28.7 / 102 (0%)

XCZU19EG-1FFVC1760E

523K (40%)

1045K (19%)

34.6 / 984 (52%)

36.0 / 128 (0%)

The selected option

* (% utilization for worst-case scenario)
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
Option 3: SoC (ARM + FPGA)
●

Pros:
●

Single-chip integrated processor and programmable logic solution reduces design complexity and
soldering process.

●

Internal interface between CPU and FPGA. Simple communication (AXI bus) between the FPGA and the
ARM.

●

●

Easier design of PCB.

●

Already existing experience with Xilinx Zynq from the SPEC7 board that uses a Xilinx Zynq-7000 device.

●

Software support from SoC vendors.

Cons:
●

Strong vendor lock-in.
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Analysis of the main design choices (CPU/FPGA architecture)
What is the option that best meets the requirements of the new WRS-4?
●

We discard option 2 because it has higher cost than other options.

●

Option 1 and 3 have similar costs for the devices XCKU15P-1FFVA1156E and XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E which
meet the selection criteria established by the worst-case scenario. Technically option 3 is more appropriate, since:
○

we will have a single-chip (ARM + FPGA) that will reduce the needed components and the complexity of the
soldering process.

○

it will reduce the design complexity (development time/cost of SW and HW), mainly due to the fact that
communication between the FPGA and the ARM will be a simple internal interface (AXI bus).

●

Therefore, we recommend using the SoC architecture with the Zynq Ultrascale+ (XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E).
WRS-3

Cost increase percentage (%)
with respect to the CPU and
FPGA of the WRS-3

Option 2

Option 3

- ARM and other
components

- ARM Cortex-A53 and other
components

- CPU: Conga-TCA4/N3160

- Other components

- FPGA:
XC6VLX240T

- FPGA:
XCKU15P-1FFVA1156E

- FPGA:
XCKU15P-1FFVA1156E

- Zynq Ultrascale:
XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E

(see table 5)

(see table 8)

(see table 9)

(see table 12)

0%

98%

125%

93%
5% (special price)

The selected option

Components

Option 1
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Analysis of the main design choices (Memory System)
●

The main memory of the system will be four DDR4 modules (MT40A512M8RH - 4 x
512M x 8-bits) with a total capacity of 2GB.

●

Concerning the non-volatile memories, the system will consist of:

●

○

An SD memory card for booting and file system storage.

○

An eMMC memory. We are going to include footprints for eMMC and SD, using the
SD for development and once stable, we will use the eMMC memory.

○

Dual serial NOR flash Quad-SPI memory (2 x 1Gb) for booting and implementing
a recovery system.

Finally, we will also include a 64K (8K x 8-bit) I2C Serial EEPROM for storing serial
number, calibration parameters and other critical data.
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Analysis of the main design choices (Clocking resources)
Design proposal for the clocking circuitry of the new WRS-4. It has been proposed by CERN and includes the latest
improvements that have been made to the WR technology in recent years.
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Analysis of the main design choices (Clocking resources)
Temperature coefficients
Device

Variation in delay through
the device

LMX2572 (integer/fractional)

15-18 ps/°C

AD9516-4 (also used in LJD)

3 ps/°C

LMX2594 (fractional mode)

2 ps/°C

LMX2594 (integer mode)

0.6 ps/°C

LMX2594

2.5 ps/°C [according to
datasheet, unknown
mode]

DDMTD (FPGA)

1-2 ps/°C

Clocking FMC.
-

Validation of clocking circuitry.
To be used with the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102
Evaluation Kit.
Interfaces:
- SMC: PPS-in, 10MHz-in, PPS-out, 10MHz-out.
- SFP cage.
- UF.L: CLK aux in, clk aux out.
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Analysis of the main design choices (Interfaces)
●

Describe the features of the external and internal interfaces that concern the hardware
architecture, its performance, components selection and connections.
Front panel interfaces
Data ports
Management ports

Number: 18
Speed: 1 and/or 10 Gbps
2x Ethernet (1x RJ45 and 1x SFP)

Serial ports

1xi USB Mini-B (add RJ45 if space allows)

Other ports

1x USB (for firmware update)

Timing interfaces
(SMA connectors)

Port Status

General Status
Buttons

Internal interfaces
Expansion connector
Power Connector
Fans connector

Used to integrate boards with new
functionalities
ATX standard
PWM fan controller and fan speed monitor

- IN_1: 10 MHz - OUT_1: 10 MHz
- IN_2: 1 PPS
- OUT_2: 1 PPS
- IN_3: AUX
- OUT_3: 62.5 MHz
- OUT_4: AUX (abscal)
LEDs
1: Link / WR mode / Calib
2: Synced / Activity / Speed
OLED display
- Reset
- Flash (from USB)
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Analysis of the main design choices (Interfaces)
●

Clocking interfaces were previously described focusing on the features of the internal architecture,
components and its performance.

●

Management ports. Features, components and connections with the Zynq device:

●

○

1 x SFP port (1 Gb Ethernet) directly connected to the PS-GTR transceivers.

○

1 x RJ45 port (10/100/1000 Ethernet). The interface with the ARM through the MIO pins will be
RGMII using the transceiver KSZ9031MNXIC-TR.

○

1 x UART RS-232 port over a RJ45 connector. The TX and RX pins will be directly connected to
the PS side (through MIO pins).

○

1x mini USB Type B connector for an UART interface through the CP2105 bridge controller and
Connected to the Zynq PS UART.

SFP+ ports (Data & timing):
○

The front panel of the new WRS-4 will include 18 double stacked SFP+ connectors. These
SFPs ports will be connected to the GTH/GTY transceivers.

○

Future extension: The Zynq XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E has 48 GTH/GTY transceivers and the
front panel has enough space to include at least 2 or 4 additional ports
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Analysis of the main design choices (Interfaces)
●

Expansion connector:
○

Integration of future hardware modules in order to update or improve the performance of the
WRS-4

○

Needed features that the connector should have:

○

■

Numerous I/O available.

■

Support for a wide range of signaling standards.

■

High-speed signals, supporting up to 10 Gbit/s transmission.

■

System configurable I/O functionality.

FMC and edge connector ERM8-EM can meet these needed features. Both options could be
pin-compatible, we can even add the two footprints on the PCB and thus have the two options
available.
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Analysis of the main design choices (Interfaces)
●

●

●

Power connectors. ATX standard and PMBUS.
○

The power supply module that we are considering to use provides standard ATX power
connectors.

○

Offer an interface (PMBus based on I2C) to control and check the status of the power supply.

○

These power supplies produce three main outputs, +3.3V, +5V and +12V.

OLED Display. Most of these OLED displays have the following pinout:
○

Power (5V and GND).

○

I2C for display control.

○

RST, when held to ground momentarily this pin resets the display.

Fans.
○

A possible controller for these fans could be the ADT7470 which is a PWM fan controller and
fan speed monitor. It is designed to interface directly to an I2C bus.
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Architecture proposal
- Detailed block diagram of the proposed WRS-4
architecture.
- Main component list:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ XCZU17EG-1FFVC1760E.
4x DDR4 modules (MT40A512M8RH - 4Gb - 512M x 8).
1x SD memory card (8 GB).
1x eMMC (4 GB and Industrial range).
2x Dual serial NOR flash Quad-SPI memory (2 x 1Gb).
1x I2C Serial EEPROM (64K - 8K x 8-bit).
1x 25.000 MHz VCTCXO controlled by a DAC with 16-bit
SPI interface.
1x 16-bit DAC AD5662 to control the main oscillator.
2x Si549 oscillators for bootstrap and/or Helper.
1x LMX2594 PLL for the GrandMaster input.
1x HMC7044 PLL for the main loop.
Internal/External connectors/buttons.
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